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Introduction

Clinical prediction models are tools that combine multiple predictors to estimate the risk or probability that a specific disease or condition is present (diagnostic) or that a specific clinical outcome will occur in the future (prognostic). Several prognostic clinical prediction models are invoked by the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) to inform decision making for the initiation of preventive services, such as statin and aspirin use to prevent cardiovascular disease, screening for breast cancer and chemoprevention, and screening for osteoporosis. All of these examples are “race-aware” clinical prediction models, meaning that race is included as a predictor or stratifying characteristic. To date, there is no consensus regarding if, when, and how best to use race and ethnicity as a predictor in clinical prediction models. A number of recent publications have highlighted examples of race-aware clinical prediction models with potential harm of diverting care away from populations experiencing health inequities. A 2018 analysis showed that race was included in just 3% of cardiovascular-related clinical prediction models, yet the most commonly used clinical prediction model in current U.S. practice for primary cardiovascular disease prevention, the Pooled Cohort Equations (PCE), is stratified by race. The inclusion of race in clinical prediction models is motivated by the potential to improve predictive accuracy when prognostic differences exist between racial groups, acknowledging that the mechanisms for these prognostic differences are complex, multifactorial, and not necessarily biologic. Reasons for excluding race in clinical prediction models are likewise compelling. These include a desire to avoid racial profiling such as examples from other clearly objectionable contexts such as law enforcement, wanting to avoid elevating race from a poorly defined social construct to biologic predictor, and avoiding using race as a poor proxy for biological or other risk factors.

The past several years have witnessed an explosion of interdisciplinary interest in evaluating the consequences of including race and ethnicity in clinical prediction models and questions about whether health inequities are reinforced or exacerbated by the use of “race-aware” clinical prediction models. Concerns about whether prediction models—also referred to as algorithms—outside of the healthcare context are reinforcing inequities have been investigated more universally in the artificial intelligence field—including machine learning—as such tools have a growing reach in many aspects of modern life. Machine learning is a method where models iteratively learn from data, identify data patterns, and automate model building; thus, this method selects predictors and may identify predictors that are proxies for race and ethnicity. In contrast, most regression models typically seen in clinical prediction models include race and ethnicity because of investigator intention. Given the inclusion of several “race-aware” clinical prediction models in the USPSTF portfolio, these concerns are directly relevant to several topics. As a continuation of methods work around health equity for the USPSTF, we conducted this project to address gaps in the literature for evaluating algorithmic bias and fairness in clinical prediction models as they relate to race and ethnicity. We acknowledge that there are health inequities in addition to those specific to race and ethnicity; however, this is the focus of the present work.

We have intentionally used the term “race-aware” clinical prediction model rather than the term “race-based medicine.” “Race-based medicine” has been defined in various ways, such as “the system by which research characterizing race as an essential, biological variable, translates into clinical practice, leading to inequitable care.” In a 2022 Policy Statement, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) describes the term “race-based” medicine as meaning “the misuse of race as a corrective or risk-adjusting variable in clinical algorithms or practice guidelines.” We acknowledge the varied examples of misuse of race and ethnicity in prediction models. We chose a more agnostic term for this specific work because our goal was to investigate upstream factors to interrogate the rationale, mechanisms, and implications of inclusion of race and ethnicity variables in clinical prediction models. We further
wanted to allow for the possibility that race and ethnicity were not being included as stand-ins for biology and that there may be possible circumstances where “race-aware” models may be responsive in directing resources to communities experiencing inequities. We agree with the AAP that “the effects of racism require consideration in clinical decision-making tools in ways that are evidence informed and not inappropriately conflated with the limiting phenotype of race categorization.”

Methods

Our overall aim was to develop guidance that the Evidence-based Practice Centers (EPCs) and USPSTF could use to evaluate algorithmic bias and fairness considerations for topics and recommendations involving race-aware clinical prediction models. To this end, we began our work by identifying and synthesizing foundational literature of the main concepts addressed in this guidance. We did not use a systematic literature review approach. Instead, we started our scan of the literature using references from a presentation given to the USPSTF Health Equity Workgroup in Fall 2021, explored the reference lists of those citations, and supplemented with other articles suggested by experts as well as recently published editorials.

For algorithmic bias, our goal was to develop and pilot an extended set of signaling questions to identify algorithmic bias and applicability concerns in the context of race-aware models for clinical preventive services that can be used alongside an existing critical appraisal tool, such as the Prediction model Risk Of Bias ASessment Tool (PROBAST). Using PROBAST as the foundation, we then added 11 equity-based signaling questions focused on the inclusion of race and ethnicity–specific data. In designing these additional signaling questions, we envisioned that the PROBAST tool would be applied in its entirety by a systematic review team that included expertise in clinical prediction models. We then piloted the tool on four clinical prediction models. We additionally incorporated feedback from the ECRI-Penn EPC, which is conducting a related systematic review for AHRQ’s Effective Health Care Program titled Impact of Healthcare Algorithms on Racial Disparities in Health and Healthcare. Additionally, the signaling questions were reviewed by nine experts as part of an eDelphi process. All items had an agreement rate of greater than 70%. Using feedback from this process, one item was removed, the wording of four items were changed, and the rationale text was modified for six items.

For fairness, our goal was to develop a set of questions to guide decision makers through qualitative evaluation of potential threats to fairness when considering the implementation of a particular algorithm. We envisioned this step being completed by guideline makers after risk of bias and algorithmic bias are assessed by the systematic review team. Because of the complexity of implementation and clinical context, a potentially limited set of validated clinical prediction model alternatives, and the possibility for the same clinical prediction model to be recommended for different treatment decisions (e.g., aspirin and statin use for cardiovascular disease prevention), we avoided a rigid approach and intended to create a flexible discussion guide to help articulate the limitations of a model. The discussion guide was created by synthesizing and extending upon the limited amount of fairness criteria available to decision makers that did not take the form of mathematical criteria.

Framework and Definitions

Background

Bias and fairness are concepts addressed in a host of disciplines beyond healthcare to include ethics, law, insurance, finance, computer science and machine learning, and psychometrics, just to name a few. The multidisciplinary character of these terms and growing use of algorithms in varied applications has led to a “proliferation of terminology, rediscovery and simultaneous discovery, conflicts between
disciplinary perspectives” and what other scholars have described as “wildly inconsistent motivations, terminology, and notation, presenting a serious challenge for cataloging and comparing definitions.”

For the purposes of this work, we began with a framework grounded in the work of Paulus and Kent that delineates between algorithmic bias and fairness. Figure 1 illustrates key conceptual differences between algorithmic bias and fairness as they relate to this work. Simply stated, algorithmic bias refers narrowly to attributes intrinsic to a model that may result in differential model performance in different groups, whereas fairness refers more broadly to downstream outcomes and whether algorithmic decisions create discriminatory or unjust impacts in different populations. Definitions of fairness in the published literature are quite complex, with no single agreed upon definition. Thus, we selected an expansive definition for fairness that emphasizes downstream outcomes. This definition is from Principles for Accountable Algorithms and a Social Impact Statement for Algorithms, developed by the consortium for Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning (FAT/ML).

Algorithmic bias
In the development to implementation pathway of a clinical prediction model, there are several points at which health equity concerns can be introduced. There are upstream considerations related to model development and data attributes itself that could result in systematically worse predictive performance in specific racial and ethnic groups. We refer to this as algorithmic bias, where issues related to model design, data, and sampling may disproportionately affect prediction model performance in specific racial or ethnic groups. Because model performance is quantified using a number of different measures, assessments of algorithmic bias may differ for each measure with respect to population characteristics (i.e., case mix) and varying condition prevalence or incidence. For example, discrimination can be higher in samples with greater variation in the explanatory variable. While differences in discrimination measures are expected in different groups, accurate models will always have good calibration across groups. This differential predictive performance has the potential to cause under or overuse of preventive services in specific populations. Technical solutions in model development may be available to mitigate some differential performance issues. An empirically validated instrument, PROBAST, is available to assess the risk of bias and applicability of clinical prediction models. The Quality Assessment of Prognostic Accuracy Studies (QUAPAS) tool is a related instrument published during the course of our work that addresses prognostic tests more generally (prognostic studies involving single biomarkers, multimarker scores, imaging, or other methods). PROBAST, on the other hand, is directly applicable to prediction models and their specific development methods.

In systematic reviews of clinical prediction models, risk of bias is assessed to evaluate whether best practices were used in model design, conduct, and analysis. PROBAST does not explicitly address risk of bias from including social risk factors such as race or ethnicity. Risk of bias is a broader concept than algorithmic bias, which is specific to calibration and other performance measures and can be measured directly. Standards for addressing this type of bias in the context of machine learning are beginning to emerge but are potentially less relevant to the type of clinical prediction models currently used in primary care and recommended by clinical practice guidelines.

Fairness
Beyond the narrower and technical aspects of development that are intrinsic to a clinical prediction model, there are broader downstream considerations for how model implementation could contribute to health inequities even if it is at minimal risk for algorithmic bias. We refer to this broader and normative concept as fairness, which addresses whether algorithmic decisions create discriminatory or unjust impacts in different populations. In the healthcare context, an example of unfairness is the
allocation of intensive disease management resources away from a sociodemographic group experiencing health inequities. While we have carried forward the term fairness,\textsuperscript{12,23} we acknowledge that there are limitations to this term. It has been noted that the term “fairness” does not address the interplay between power relations in society and outcomes and instead has a limited emphasis on outcomes.\textsuperscript{33}

In addition to establishing whether algorithmic decisions are creating or reinforcing inequities, it is important to consider multiple mechanisms of how a clinical prediction model might contribute to inequities and how to mitigate this risk. These considerations could include: the availability of alternative decision-making criteria in usual care, communication of risk, issues around decision thresholds, and limitations of the model that do not appear as performance issues. In the context of imperfect clinical prediction models that may not be readily modified, deliberate and upfront consideration of model implementation and contextual factors may help to articulate and address limitations. To mitigate the potentially harmful outcomes of a clinical prediction model, the model itself could be adjusted, or its implementation modified. It may be that the latter is more feasible. Further, depending on the availability of alternative models or decision-making criteria in usual care for a clinical scenario, it would be valuable for transparency to justify the selection of a race-aware vs. race-unaware clinical prediction model.

As noted previously, there is a rich and multidisciplinary history to various definitions and mathematical criteria for fairness; however, none of these are adequate for our purposes. Two primary limitations of these criteria are well described by Paulus and Kent\textsuperscript{12} and include the mutual incompatibility of fairness criteria as well as the greater relevance of fairness in specific decision-making contexts. Both are discussed further below. To these reasons, we further add that rigid criteria may not be acceptable in cases when an imperfect algorithm may be the best available option and a guideline body serves as a crucial intermediary in guiding implementation in a complex clinical context.

**Mutual incompatibility of fairness criteria.** There are three broad fairness criteria that have their origins in the education testing and psychometrics literature from the 1960s and 1970s, and much of this literature formalizes fairness quantitatively.\textsuperscript{26,34} These criteria have been given different names and a multitude of variations on these criteria have been proposed.\textsuperscript{26} Brief definitions are provided below as they relate to fairness considerations centering on race and ethnicity.

- Independence (demographic parity, statistical parity, group fairness, or disparate impact): the algorithm’s score is independent of race
- Separation (equalized odds, conditional procedure accuracy, or avoiding disparate mistreatment): the algorithm’s score is independent of race given true health state
- Sufficiency (calibration within groups or conditional use accuracy): the true health state is independent of race given the algorithm’s score

It has been shown mathematically, however, that these criteria are mutually incompatible.\textsuperscript{17,26} Specifically, when outcome rates (e.g., disease incidence) differ in two groups, consistent calibration and error rates are mutually conflicting.\textsuperscript{12} Thus, it can be difficult to decide which definition of fairness to use when a decision maker is implementing an algorithm.\textsuperscript{35} Scholars have noted that certain definitions of fairness can increase discrimination\textsuperscript{35} and that there may be a tradeoff between fairness and accuracy.\textsuperscript{36,37}
Fairness concerns may not be equally applicable in all decision-making contexts. Paulus and Kent suggest that fairness concerns are most salient in the context of competing interests, or what they term “polar” decisions, where one pole of a prediction is associated with a clear benefit or harm. In the medical context, this could apply to the allocation of scarce resources such as expensive medications or specialized services, where it is in a patient’s interest to be scored high and thus receive the medication or service. For example, who will receive an available donor organ or be able to participate in a resource-intensive care-management program. In the preventive services context, where patients and providers have a shared goal of accurate prediction to balance the benefit and harm of an inexpensive clinical action (e.g., aspirin), decisions are likely less “polar” in nature. Our three examples of clinical prediction models recommended by the USPSTF, including cardiovascular disease risk prediction to guide preventive therapies, breast cancer risk prediction, and osteoporosis risk prediction, are more non-polar than polar.

The consideration of polarity, however, may not be straightforward. While some decisions are clearly more polar than others, the perspective of the individual and the relative scarcity or cost of the service are relevant. While clinical prediction algorithms such as the Framingham Risk Score and FRAX may have initially been used to target use of once expensive therapies such as statins and bisphosphonates to the highest-risk individuals while drugs were on patent, in the context of much cheaper off-patent drugs, we consider these to be non-polar decisions. Additionally, to some individuals, “more” may be thought of as better because of patient preferences, even when a model may suggest net harm for a particular decision threshold. Harms could include cost, adverse effects, or downstream consequences such as delays in access to other medical treatments. Further, some applications of a clinical prediction model may suggest a narrow and more polar decision space of “receive” vs. “do not receive” a service, when in fact a larger decision space may be available. For example, receipt of one intervention instead of another or immediate vs. delayed receipt of an intervention. Regardless of polarity, if a clinical prediction model consistently allocates preventive services away from groups experiencing the greatest burden of disease or disparate access to care, this would not be fair.

Mitigating algorithmic bias and unfairness

The first step in mitigating algorithmic bias and fairness concerns is to determine whether the decision is shared decision making or polar, where the model is used for rationing of scarce services (Figure 2). In non-polar decisions, statistical solutions may be available to reduce algorithmic bias. On the other hand, assessing fairness is more complex. As previously noted, various quantitative criteria can be evaluated, but a more comprehensive view looks not just at metrics of predictive accuracy but at direct harm and downstream health outcomes, requiring different types of evidence extrinsic to a model or validation, to evaluate. These study designs could include comparative effectiveness trials of an algorithm vs. usual care or microsimulation modeling. Paulus and Kent emphasize the concept of algorithmic bias in non-polar decisions where the reduction of bias (improvement in predictive accuracy in each group) promotes accurate estimates of net benefit. In contrast, fairness is central to polar decisions where there is the greatest risk of allocation harm because of scarcity. Given the complexity of fairness, it follows that addressing fairness concerns in models applied for rationing can involve a wider range of solutions and methodologic tools. These could include the use of causal models that avoid race or race proxies, the application of different decision thresholds to different groups, or systematic reclassification of individuals to equalize allocation between groups.
An imperfect clinical prediction model may be the best available option. In determining whether to recommend a particular clinical prediction model, the essential question is “compared with what?” in usual care and its evidence for bias and fairness. We acknowledge that decision makers may conclude that among various alternatives (e.g., using another clinical prediction model that is not race-aware, or not using multivariate risk prediction), the best option is an imperfect model. In a situation where the clinical prediction model is not readily modifiable, decision makers should be armed with tools to help articulate its limitations, with possible mitigation strategies for implementation. Such guidance for decision makers is nascent. The recent reassessment of the inclusion of race in glomerular filtration rate (GFR) estimation by the National Kidney Foundation and American Society of Nephrology is the most robust example to date. A task force convened by these groups selected and used six attributes to evaluate model alternatives: assay availability and standardization; implementation; population diversity in equation development; performance compared with measured GFR; consequences to clinical care, population tracking, and research; and patient centeredness.

Translating evidence to decision making. Clinical prediction models are not proscriptive in a way that algorithms in other contexts may be; for example, credit scores providing automated decisions around lending. Instead, in the clinical context, clinician judgement or competing decision criteria influence when and how an algorithm supports decision making. As such, guideline developers are a crucial intermediary between the availability of a clinical prediction model and its implementation. While evidence reviewers (e.g., EPCs conducting systematic reviews) should appraise a clinical prediction model’s risk of bias and algorithmic bias, guideline bodies should consider threats to fairness in their deliberations and recommendations.

Guidance to decision makers concerning fairness is also available from the machine learning community; however, is nascent. Guiding questions include: 1) Are there particular groups which may be advantaged or disadvantaged, in the context in which you are deploying, by the algorithm/system you are building? 2) What is the potential damaging effect of uncertainty/errors to different groups?

Algorithmic Bias
Development of health equity signaling questions for critical appraisal
We developed and piloted an extended set of signaling questions to the PROBAST critical appraisal tool to enable systematic reviewers to identify algorithmic bias specific to race and ethnicity in clinical prediction models. Algorithmic bias refers to issues related to model design, data, and sampling that may disproportionately affect prediction model performance in specific populations, such as those classified by race or ethnicity. Algorithmic bias is a distinct concept from overall risk of bias of a clinical prediction model, which refers broadly to whether a clinical prediction model’s results are flawed, and this risk of bias can come about from a number of reasons (e.g., selection bias, measurement error, or model optimism). When applying PROBAST and the health equity signaling questions, the reviewer obtains information on risk of bias broadly and algorithmic bias. If reporting on a model’s development methodology is sparse, as is most often the case for older models, then there may be inadequate information to determine the overall risk of bias. Further, if validation studies do not report model performance by race and ethnicity, then algorithmic bias cannot be determined. When prediction model performance is robustly reported by race and ethnicity, with the use of observed to expected ratios, for example, then the magnitude and direction of miscalibration can be assessed numerically.

Our work focuses on clinical prediction models that include race and ethnicity as a predictor or stratifying variable; however, the exclusion of race and ethnicity from a model does not ensure lack of
bias or fairness. Most of the signaling questions apply to prediction models not including race and ethnicity as a predictor, and evaluation of the signaling questions in these cases is currently underway in a systematic review funded by AHRQ’s Effective Health Care Program.

**Table 1** presents the health-equity specific signaling questions with accompanying rationale and considerations. The organization of the questions follows the PROBAST structure, which consists of four domains: participants, predictors, outcome, and analysis.

**Piloting of health equity signaling questions**

We piloted the tool on three clinical prediction models used in preventive services and mentioned in USPSTF recommendations: the PCE, the Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool (BCRAT), and FRAX®. We additionally piloted QFracture, which is not addressed by the USPSTF, so that the signaling questions could be tested on a model published after the establishment of modern reporting requirements.¹

**General Findings**

Our general findings were that the completion of the full PROBAST tool with extension took a few hours and that methodological expertise in clinical prediction models was needed, particularly for the analysis domain. If a limited number of prediction models were being evaluated in a review, it would be feasible to complete the extended PROBAST assessment for all model development papers. The approach to evaluating external validation studies for a particular model should be carefully considered. A systematic review approach is ideal but could be highly time intensive. Other approaches could be to apply a subset of questions to all validation papers or to establish a priori selection criteria for which validation studies would be appraised; for example, the largest, most applicable, and most recent external validation conducted in the United States.

PROBAST is a high standard even without the addition of health equity signaling questions, particularly for models published prior to modern reporting guidelines, such as TRIPOD.¹ This finding for PROBAST has been documented elsewhere: a 2021 validation study reported that 96% (98/102) of evaluated models were at high risk of bias according to PROBAST.²⁸ Important signaling questions with no information in our pilots were: 1) consistency of categorization of racial and ethnic groups where the handling of ethnicity was sometimes unclear and no model addressed multiracial populations, 2) differential missingness of predictor data by race and ethnicity with problematic complete case analyses, and 3) differential followup by race and ethnicity. Important methodological limitations related to health equity questions and beyond were: 1) differential life expectancy without use of a competing risks model, 2) overfitting and optimism were not addressed, 3) lack of confidence intervals for predicted and observed events limited precision of calibration comparisons, and 4) external validation studies using routine care databases were problematic due to differing outcome ascertainment methods than prospective studies with a protocol and event adjudication.

**Pooled Cohort Equation Detailed Findings**

Here we provide additional detail on the pilot for the PCE⁸ to illustrate the challenges in assessing the risk of bias and algorithmic bias and explore model limitations with respect to race and ethnicity. We further describe opportunities for further refinements to directly address potential risks of bias and algorithmic bias as they relate to the inclusion of race. The PCE was developed prior to modern reporting guidelines for multivariable prediction models;¹ therefore, several items could not be assessed because no information was provided: the proportion of individuals in the development data set with missing data, the potential for differential followup, and model optimism.

Assessment of the PCE using new signaling questions also identified issues that could contribute to algorithmic bias. Because the PCE was not developed with a competing risks model,⁷ and Black
Americans suffer a higher age-specific all-cause mortality, the predicted 10-year probabilities of a cardiovascular event from the PCE’s Cox model may be overestimated—an overestimation that would be worse than in White Americans. Further, smaller effective sample sizes (numbers of events for Black individuals) likely led to model overfitting in equations for this population. Further, the use of multiple imputation to handle missing data would be preferable for reducing selection bias; instead, the PCE excluded participants with missing predictors. If there are differences in the number of participants with missing data by race, a further selected and less representative sample would be used. While not required by PROBAST, the lack of confidence intervals for expected to observed events precludes firm conclusions about how calibration compares in Black and White individuals.

A key clinical question is whether the PCE is differentially miscalibrated in Black Americans\(^1\). Our findings were inconclusive. Inconsistency in who is experiencing worse model performance across validation cohorts, and especially the lack of confidence intervals for calibration data in validation datasets, limits precise conclusions. However, design features of the PCE are consistent with increased overprediction, such as overfitting in the Black population as well as no use of a competing risk model in the context of known life expectancy differences. Additionally, the lack of specific PCE equations for Hispanic/Latino, Asian, and Native American populations raise critical questions about the populations to whom the PCE is applicable. The lack of equations in these populations arose from limited longitudinal outcome data from which to derive equations; this represents a foundational evidence gap. Developing equations in the context of very limited data would have resulted in poor model performance with subsequent algorithmic bias. The lack of robust longitudinal cohort data in these populations raises deeper equity questions about in whom research is funded.

**Fairness**

We developed a discussion guide for considering fairness and health equity when making recommendations involving clinical prediction models. Table 2 presents a set of critical questions to assist guideline developers in identifying, and potentially mitigating, fairness concerns for recommended clinical prediction models. These questions are envisioned as a discussion guide for deliberations specific to topics involving risk assessment and are designed to be considered after risk of bias and algorithmic bias have been assessed in a more technical and less normative sense during the evidence synthesis phase of a topic. These questions are not intended as a formula to determine whether a tool, when implemented, is unjust, but instead to help articulate potential concerns. The applicability and fairness of a clinical prediction model require judgement in relation to a specific clinical decision defined by the relevant population, intervention, outcomes, setting, and other factors. Guideline developers may choose to explicitly address items from the question prompts in this discussion guide in recommendation statements or guideline documentation. Consideration of any one model’s fairness should be in the context of a larger body of evidence for a topic, which may include multiple risk prediction models, each with their own specific limitations or known fairness concerns regarding usual care without an algorithm.

**Conclusions**

The pilot testing of PROBAST health equity signaling questions suggests that all or nearly all clinical prediction models relevant to the USPSTF’s portfolio would be scored as high risk of bias, with many items being unscorable for models published before TRIPOD reporting guidelines. Rather than using this as grounds for not recommending such models, our conclusions are that this tool can help to articulate limitations of available models. Ideally, the best available clinical prediction model can be contrasted with usual care, which is often not formally evaluated for risk of bias, but may carry the
potential for implicit bias, lack of transparency, incompleteness, or concerns about reproducibility. The critical appraisal process could further help to identify specific areas of future research related to risk prediction. Further, our recommendation that performance measures be reported in specific populations may result in the increasing inclusion of race and ethnicity as a predictor variable.

Our discussion guide to assess fairness is grounded in a similar approach—in the context of imperfect models, it is important to be able to comprehensively consider up front possible fairness concerns for a model as they relate to clinical context and implementation. As stated before, to mitigate the potential negative effects of a race-aware clinical prediction model (or a race-unaware model with known bias), the model itself could be adjusted, or its implementation modified.

This work is meant to foster discussion and consideration on criteria for assessing bias when race and ethnicity are included in clinical prediction models, with a specific focus on the context of recommended models in preventive services. We acknowledge that this is a rapidly evolving field, with concurrent ongoing work from other scholars, including a parallel review funded by AHRQ’s Effective Health Care Program.

Further discussion among experts should address the following questions:

- Is improvement in calibration alone sufficient rationale for the inclusion of race in a prediction model? If the inclusion of race and ethnicity as a predictor variable improves predictive accuracy for a specific group, does that potential downstream benefit outweigh possible negative consequences of including it?
- When is it not appropriate to include race and ethnicity as a predictor? Are there situations where it would be exceptionally clear at the outset that its inclusion could be harmful?
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Figure 1. Framework for consideration of algorithmic bias and fairness in race-aware clinical prediction models

**ALGORITHMIC BIAS**

Does model design, data, and sampling disproportionately affect model performance in different populations?

- Model performance outcomes
- Narrow and technical
- Intrinsic to a model
- Assessed during evidence synthesis
- Method: Critical appraisal of model for algorithmic bias

**FAIRNESS**

Do algorithmic decisions create discriminatory or unjust impacts in different populations?

- Downstream health outcomes
- Broad and normative
- Extrinsic to a model
- Assessed by guideline developers/panels
- Method: Discussion guide to proactively surface fairness concerns
Figure 2. Mitigating algorithmic bias and unfairness in clinical decision making; reproduced from Paulus and Kent 2020

**Reducing Algorithmic Bias:** for models used to aid decisions for balancing harms-benefits, when decision maker and subject are aligned

- **Use representative samples** for model development

- **Diagnose subgroup validity:** Evaluate performance of the model (e.g., discrimination & calibration) overall and in each class (e.g., race, gender)
  - No evidence of subgroup invalidity
  - Evidence of subgroup invalidity

- Consider potential for **label bias**

- Evaluate potential for **feature bias:** consider interaction terms with protected attribute or stratified models

- Consider potential for **sampling bias**

**Reducing Algorithmic Unfairness:** for models used for rationing

**Approach 1:** Restrict model inputs

- Models should include only well-established, causal risk factors.
- Models should therefore be **race-unaware**, and also exclude non-causal variables that may be race proxies (e.g., zip code)

**Approach 2:** Restrict model outputs

Examine models using fairness criteria. Ensure “fair” distributions of services by either:
- Using different decision thresholds
- Applying fairness constraints to strategically reclassify based on the protected attribute

*Multi-stakeholder input needed*

*To guide inputs (1) and outputs (2)*
Table 1. Signaling questions to identify risks of bias in race-aware clinical prediction models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBAST Domain</th>
<th>Added Signaling Questions</th>
<th>Rationale and Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Participants</td>
<td>1.3a Were data on racial and ethnic groups gathered using consistent definitions or categories with adequate response options?</td>
<td>The classification of race and ethnicity is complex and there are not best practices for collecting these data. For example, self-reported race, race as categorized by others, and family racial history each reflect distinct meanings of racism. In the absence of best practices, at minimum, the collection of racial and ethnic data should use consistent categories and definitions. Considerations include the availability of a category for multiracial/multiethnic individuals and whether heterogeneity within groups is addressed (e.g., the identification of Black or Indigenous heritage within the broader Hispanic category, country of origin, or immigration status). Ideally, the collection of race and ethnicity should adhere to evidence-based REAL (Race, Ethnicity, and Language) standards with the ability to select multiple categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3b Was the racial and ethnic distribution of the population in the development data similar to the distribution in the target population?</td>
<td>Representation bias occurs when estimates from one population are inappropriately extrapolated to other populations. Underrepresentation of racial and ethnic groups may contribute to differential predictive performance. The population distribution from development data could be compared to recent Census estimates at the national, state, or local level to assess representativeness in the target population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4 Were racial and ethnic groups classified/categorized in a similar way in the development data and population to whom model is applied? (Validation studies only)</td>
<td>Similar to 1.3a, but in this case, were the categories consistent between development and validation datasets, or was there further opportunity for misclassification?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Predictors</td>
<td>2.4a Was a transparent rationale provided for including race and ethnicity as a predictor?</td>
<td>In the absence of consensus or clear criteria for the inclusion of race in clinical prediction models, at minimum, is the rationale for inclusion of race transparent? For example, do authors state that race and ethnicity was included to improve calibration because of known differences in incidence? While prediction modelers are not asked to justify the inclusion of other variables, it is appropriate in the case of race and ethnicity because of concerns regarding potential misuse. Race should not be included in models with a causal aim because the notion of racial and ethnic groups as genetically distinct has been invalidated. For causal inference, the social construct of race could be decomposed into causal elements such as more direct measures of racism, health care access, socioeconomic status, or biologic differences due to chronic stressors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5 Was differential missingness of predictor data in racial and ethnic groups reported?</td>
<td>Missing data may be associated with contact with the healthcare system, which in turn reflects care patterns and structural racism. Exclusion of participants with missing data provides a selective sample of data for model development. Bias may be further</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Signaling questions to identify risks of bias in race-aware clinical prediction models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBAST Domain</th>
<th>Added Signaling Questions</th>
<th>Rationale and Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.exacerbated in the context of differential missingness among groups. The more missing data there are in a population, the more selected and less representative the development data become when used in a complete case analysis where participants with missing data are excluded. Multiple imputation is the preferred method for handling missing data so that data from all participants can be included; this is further addressed in PROBAST item 4.4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Outcome</td>
<td>3.4a Was differential followup or ascertainment of the outcome in racial and ethnic groups reported?</td>
<td>Differential ascertainment of outcomes among groups may lead to systematic over or underprediction. Similarly, differential loss to followup among groups may result in differences in censoring among groups. Censoring can bias predicted risks because of overrepresentation of those experiencing the outcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.7 Were proxy outcomes avoided as the predicted outcome, where the proxy may be subject to encoded bias (label choice bias)?</td>
<td>Label choice bias is a mismatch between the ideal target the algorithm should be predicting and a biased proxy variable the algorithm is actually predicting. Proxy outcomes may reflect encoded bias where some racial and ethnic groups have experienced less access to a service and the use of this measure as a predicted outcome could reinforce inequities. For example, healthcare cost may reflect access rather than true health needs. Similarly, revascularization as an event of interest may reflect practice patterns favoring intervention in specific groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Analysis</td>
<td>4.1a Were there sufficient outcomes occurring in specific racial and ethnic groups to assess model performance separately in these groups? (Model validation studies)</td>
<td>The effective sample size in prediction models is the number of outcome events. This question asks whether the events per variable are adequate when assessed separately in racial and ethnic groups. Investigators have suggested 10 to 20 events per variable in development studies, but the actual calculation can be more complex. In validation studies, at least 100 events is recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.6a Were competing risk methods used in the prediction model?</td>
<td>Overestimation and bias can occur in prediction models not accounting for prominent competing risks, such as all-cause mortality in elderly populations. Standard predictions using Cox regression models can overestimate absolute risk because individuals with a competing event (e.g., all-cause death) are censored and treated as if the predicted outcome could occur in the future. The potential for bias is further exacerbated in the context of well documented differential life expectancy among racial and ethnic groups. A similar question was recently added in the QUAPAS tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.7a Were relevant model performance measures evaluated appropriately in racial and ethnic groups? How does model performance (calibration,</td>
<td>Both calibration and discrimination should be assessed and reported separately by racial and ethnic group, allowing for comparison among groups. Reported measures of calibration should be meaningful, such as calibration plots or expected to observed ratios, which allow for a quantification of the direction and magnitude of any miscalibration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Signaling questions to identify risks of bias in race-aware clinical prediction models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBAST Domain</th>
<th>Added Signaling Questions</th>
<th>Rationale and Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>discrimination) compare amongst racial and ethnic groups?</td>
<td>Additional guidance available in Moons et al 2019. Because model performance is quantified using a number of different measures, assessments of algorithmic bias may differ for each measure with respect to population characteristics (i.e., case mix) and varying condition prevalence or incidence. For example, discrimination can be higher in samples with greater variation in the explanatory variable. While differences in discrimination measures are expected in different groups, accurate models will always have good calibration across groups.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Discussion guide for considering fairness and health equity when making clinical practice recommendations involving clinical prediction models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Critical Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Background** | Are there known inequities in access to and quality of care and health outcomes (such as morbidity/mortality) from the condition?  
  - Which specific population(s) are most affected?  
  - Are there differences in the uptake of a service/intervention among different population(s)? |
| **Clinical Decision Context** | To what extent is the prediction model used for resource allocation (prioritization of goods and services that are not severely limited) or rationing (prioritization of goods and services that are severely limited)?  
  - Is there effect modification by underlying risk (i.e., does the relative benefit or harm depend on underlying risk)?  
  - Is there evidence to suggest that a decision using a clinical prediction model results in a more or less efficient or equitable allocation of services than a decision guided by other criteria (i.e., clinical judgement* or an alternative model)?  
  - Is there evidence about the fairness of usual care without the use of an algorithm?  
  - Are there alternative interventions that could be considered to reduce potential harm? |
| **Model Performance and Limitations** | Does the risk model have differential model performance (calibration and discrimination) when assessed across racial and ethnic groups?  
  - Are there data to suggest differential performance in models that include race and ethnicity as a predictor or stratifying factor compared to models that do not?  
  - Are there concerns about the equitable availability of data needed to perform risk scoring, such as the availability of testing for novel risk markers?  
  - Are there limitations to the model that do not appear as model performance issues; for example, equations are not available for all population groups, or the predicted outcome is subject to label bias? |
| **Implementation of Risk Models and Use of Thresholds** | If there is a stated decision threshold, to what extent did guideline developers justify the decision threshold specific to clinical context?  
  - To what extent is heterogeneity within population groups addressed in the communication of risk and considered in assigning threshold?  
  - Is uncertainty of the decision threshold addressed?  
  - If there are concerns about the ability to adequately risk score due to data availability or model limitations, what alternatives are available for scoring or communicating risk uncertainty?  
  - Are there alternatives to risk thresholds (e.g., presentation of continuous risk scores, context-specific thresholds, or establishing a range of acceptable thresholds) that could be considered to improve risk communication?  
  - If miscalibration exists, what is the clinical significance and potential damaging effect to different groups?  
    - What is the direction of bias (e.g., would miscalibration worsen or mitigate inequities among specific populations)?  
  - If there are no ways of mitigating model performance differences (algorithmic bias) through modifications of the prediction model itself, are there other ways in which inequitable outcomes can be mitigated, such as application of supplementary decision criteria independent of the model?  
  - As the prediction model is implemented: what arrangements will be put in place to monitor disparate impact, and possibly adjust use? |
Table 2. Discussion guide for considering fairness and health equity when making clinical practice recommendations involving clinical prediction models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research and Policy Gaps</th>
<th>Are there important evidence gaps that should be addressed to improve the assessment of risk in specific population(s) to equitably guide care?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Assumption is that clinician judgement for assessment of prognosis may have implicit bias, lack transparency, may not be reproducible, or could be incomplete.*